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After its introduction during the First
World War, the tank revolutionised
warfare, and proved to be a terrifying and
efficient machine of war.Kenneth Macksey
provides a study of the policy-makers and
tank strategists, the technical and tactical
development, as well as presenting the
story of the tank on the battlefield - the
split-second decisions, the battle-weary
crews and the endless mud in this
fascinating and detailed account of tank
warfare.Tank Warfare delves into the
history of the tank, its formation and early
prototypes, as well as how it came to be the
master of the land battle, becoming Hitlers
driving force for Blitzkrieg and changing
the course of the battle of El Alamein.
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Tanks in the British Army - Wikipedia Tank, any heavily armed and armoured combat vehicle that moves on two To
complete the evolution of the basic elements of the modern armoured fighting vehicle, . and early 30s resulted in the
general adoption of two categories of tanks. The 10 Greatest Tank Battles In Military History - io9 - Gizmodo
Tanks of the United States - Wikipedia A tank is an armoured fighting vehicle designed for front-line combat, with
heavy firepower, strong armour, and tracks providing good battlefield maneuverability. The first tanks were designed to
overcome the deadlock of trench warfare .. Prior to World War II, the tactics and strategy of deploying tank forces
underwent a Images for Tank Warfare: A History of Tanks in Battle (General Military) Tanks were an important
weapons system in World War II. Even though tanks in the inter-war History of the tank By wars end, a consensus was
emerging regarding tank doctrine and design. . was due to lack of coordination, ill-supplied and ill-trained tank crews,
and the lack of readiness of the Red Army in general. Light tank - Wikipedia On this day in History, First tank
produced on Sep 06, 1915. made to the original prototype and tanks eventually transformed military battlefields. The
British developed the tank in response to the trench warfare of World War I. In 1914, a British army . On this day in
1781, British Brigadier General Benedict Arnold, a former First tank produced - Sep 06, 1915 - The development of
tanks in World War I was a response to the See also: History of the tank An engineer in the Austro-Hungarian Army,
Lieutenant Gunther A worried Asquith now ordered Kitchener to form a committee, headed by General
Scott-Moncrieff, to study the No one individual was responsible for the development of the tank. Offered to the British
army it was - as had the machine gun before it the French Commander in Chief, Joseph Joffre, of the battlefield
potential of the tank as an aid to the infantry. History was made on 15 September 1916 when Captain H. W. Mortimore
Battle of Arracourt - Wikipedia Nazi Germany developed numerous tank designs during World War II. In addition to
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domestic Only 4% of the defense budget was spent on armored fighting vehicle (AFV) production. In April 1941 there
was a general recall of the Panzer III to upgrade the main gun to the new 50 .. War In History 14.4 (2007): 454-475.
Tanks in the German Army - Wikipedia A light tank is a tank variant initially designed for rapid movement, and now
primarily employed in the reconnaissance role, or in support of expeditionary forces where main battle tanks cannot be
made available. The fast light tank was a major feature of the pre-World War II buildup, where it was expected they
would be Tanks and Tank Warfare International Encyclopedia of the First This article on military tanks deals with
the history and development of tanks of the British Army from their first use in World War Tanks first appeared on the
battlefield as a solution to trench warfare. .. After the Great War, General Erich Ludendorff of the German High
Command praised the Allied tanks as being a principal Armoured warfare - Wikipedia The Battle of Amiens, also
known as the Third Battle of Picardy which began on 8 August 1918, was the opening phase of the Allied offensive later
known as the Hundred Days Offensive that ultimately led to the end of the First World War. Allied forces advanced over
11 kilometres (7 mi) on the first day, one of the The French First Army lacked tanks and would be forced to bombard
the Battle of Cambrai (1917) - Wikipedia The Battle of Cambrai was a British offensive and German
counter-offensive battle in the First World War. German soldiers recovering a British Mark IV tank In the History of
the Great War the British official historian W. Miles and day on tanks but discuss the concurrent evolution of artillery,
infantry and tank methods. History of the tank - Wikipedia The Australian Army has used tanks from after the First
World War, through the interwar period, During the 1950s the Army standardised on the British Centurion tank, which
saw action in .. General Leslie Morshead, attacked Japanese forces occupying the island. .. Official History of Australia
in the War of 19141918. Tanks introduced into warfare at the Somme - Sep 15, 1916 May 17, 2016 World War I
introduced new technologies and doctrine in a quest to overcome the Tanks are armored vehicles designed to combine
the military factors of fire, The growing importance of tanks is epitomized by General Philippe The first tank battle in
history took place between three British Mark IVs Tank Warfare A History of Tanks in Battle: Kenneth Macksey
The first tank against tank combat in history took place on the 24 According to the lead tank commander, 2nd Lt Frank
Mitchell, the Battle of Amiens (1918) - Wikipedia Greatest Tank Battles is a military documentary series currently
airing on History Television and . This is the story of the first tanks and how they change the face of the modern
battlefield forever. 2, Tank Battles of Korea, 24 January 2011 : Tank Warfare: A History of Tanks in Battle eBook
The battlefield did not bog down like it did in World of a more general-purpose medium tank, which Medium tanks
formed the bulk of the tank combat forces. Tank - Wikipedia Jan 23, 2015 The 10 Greatest Tank Battles In Military
History . One SS tank commander managed to destroy 22 Soviet tanks in under an hour. Russian German tanks in
World War II - Wikipedia On this day in History, Tanks introduced into warfare at the Somme on Sep 15, 1916.
During the Battle of the Somme, the British launch a major offensive against the However, General Douglas Haig,
commander of Allied forces at the Somme, butte de vauquois, german trench and bunker, verdun, world war I, trench
Tanks in World War I - Wikipedia Find out more about the history of Battle of Cambrai, including videos, The
World War I Battle of Cambrai marked the first large-scale use of tanks for a military put in a tank raid scheme for the
Cambrai sector to General Headquarters. Tanks in World War II - Wikipedia The Battle of Arracourt was a major
clash between U.S. and German armored forces near the At the time of the battle, the U.S. 4th Armored Divisions
Combat Command A (CCA), under Colonel Bruce C. . The Fifth Panzer Army, by now reduced to only 25 Panther
tanks, pressed its attacks . Read Edit View history First World - Weapons of War: Tanks Editorial Reviews. About
the Author. Kenneth Macksey was a distinguished British author and The History of the Panzerwaffe: Volume 2:
194245 (General Military) Thomas Anderson. Kindle Edition. $14.57. Tank Warfare on the Eastern World War II
Tanks Used In Battle Graduate Degrees Norwich Jan 3, 2012 10 Most Epic Tank Battles in Military History as
impenetrable, until a commander named Henry Hugh Tudor suggested using tanks to support Tanks and World War
One - History Learning Site The reliance on armored warfare and tanks revolutionized the way nations prepared
Articles Master of Arts in Military History > World War II Tanks Used In Battle tank commander, carefully crafted a
military strategy where tanks were at the Battle of Cambrai - World War I - This article on military tanks deals with
the history and development of American tanks: their origin during World War Captain Dwight Eisenhower, later
General Eisenhower of World War II fame, had gone to The 3-Ton was a two-man tank designed so that American
forces could use another tank besides the Renault FT. Main battle tank - Wikipedia The tank had an interesting role in
World War One. received some support from those in authority but many in the armys General Staff were deeply
suspicious. Tanks in the Australian Army - Wikipedia Armoured warfare, mechanised warfare or tank warfare is the
use of armoured fighting vehicles Though in the Battle of Cambrai a large concentration of British heavy tanks the
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armed forces was part of a massive general industrialisation programme, Camp Colt to Desert Storm: The History of
U.S. Armored Forces.
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